Gold Heat®

Gold Heat

The RV industry’s most luxurious and
reliable radiant floor heating systems.
Nothing delivers warmth and comfort in a coach like
electric radiant floors. The clean, quiet heat envelops
the cabin and everyone inside it, creating a luxurious
and inviting environment that feels like home.
This is Gold Heat, the industry leader in radiant heating since 2003.
Designed and manufactured in the U.S.A., Gold Heat can be customized
for any Class-A coach with stone or ceramic tile floors.
Once you experience the radiant comfort of Gold Heat, all other coaches
will become obsolete.
Why motorcoach enthusiasts
want Gold Heat:
More comfortable than forced air
No more cold tile
No circulation of dust, pet fur,
or other allergens
Protects resale value
Quiet, maintenance free operation

Why motorcoach manufacturers
love Gold Heat:
Design customization
Onsite training
Fast, easy installation
Simple testing and diagnostics
Warranty servicing
Legendary support

The gold standard of motorcoach radiant heat
Learn more at goldheat.com or call us at 866-935-7782

Gold Heat®

Demand comfort.
Seek luxury.
Ask for Gold Heat.

Gold Heat®

A superior heating option
Consumer demand for electric radiant heat has never been higher, and for good
reasons.
With stone and ceramic tile floors now standard in many high-end coaches,
radiant heat has become an essential addition. One that creates a warm and
inviting atmosphere for rest, relaxation, travel, and entertainment.
It’s also a superior heating option.
Compared to forced air—which is dry, uneven, and dissipates quickly—radiant
heat is 30 percent more efficient . It provides a more consistent and continuous
level of warmth throughout the cabin. It’s not as noisy. And it reduces the skin and
allergy problems often associated with forced air.

The Gold Heat difference
Customized
Designed and fitted
for each cabin
Multiple temperature 		
zones
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Easy to operate
Programmable 		
thermostat
120V operation
Maintenance free

Reliable
Sensor-based 		
temperature regulation
Features ruggedized wire
encased in stainless steel
outer braid

12-minute installation*
Gold Heat is the fastest and easiest radiant heating system to install, bar none.
100-square-foot Gold Heat systems can be unboxed, installed, and ready for
tiling in as little as 12 minutes.
For more information about Gold Heat installation—and our design
customization, onsite training, diagnostic tools, and legendary support—
call us at 866-935-7782.
*Gold Heat systems are custom designed for each floor plan. Installation times will vary.
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